Key Points Lesson 13

Below is a list of lower wordsigns that are formed in the lower part of the cell. Three of these, in, enough and be, you were introduced to in Lesson 12.

:\: in  \: enough
:\: his  \: was
:\: were  \: be

Because these contractions are in the lower part of the cell (they do not have a dot 1 or 4 in them), it would be easy to confuse them with marks of punctuation. Therefore, if one of these contractions comes next to a mark of punctuation, you can’t use the lower wordsign.

The following are lower groupsigns that can only be used in the middle of words.

:\: bb  \: cc
:\: ff  \: gg
:\: ea  (introduced in Lesson 12)

As you can see, the dot configurations for these 5 lower groupsigns, can also be confused with marks of punctuation. Therefore, these contractions only stand for the letter combinations when used in the middle of words.

The following lower groupsigns can only be used in the beginning of words.

:\: be  \: con  \: dis
Examples

Gabby Concord was with the beloved doggy in his last minutes of life.

We were happy he could arrive with Connie and Buffy for the meeting today.

Peggy will buy eggs and waffles for our breakfast.

Bobby gave Eddie 6 boxes of soccer balls.

“I have had enough!” said Bobby. “I can discuss the child’s health with you because I was with her in the emergency room last night.”
Reading 13

Crosy spent 2 weeks at Camp Dragonfly.

Located on a busy mores at Lake Lego.

He come f all bug & camp. One big or
cut & kept sm away. It going camp & a
got inside & crosy y s un sm un b busy
all day. Uy made builds makes & rd risen
& craft. Uy longer sm sl r lifeguards
Uy brunched s w capitals & sm cd a
Lake Lego until suns it had ffn. Uy
Suns w cd muss all f fun wu t cd
Happy if buns a times, sm bug races,
U cd f regular. Crosy told f puts he
Wn he come home f camp.
Robby spent 5 weeks at Camp Raccoon located on the bubbly shores of Lake Eerie. Children come from all over for camp. Neither rain or foggy days kept them away. The woody camp was a great choice for Robby and the children because they were busy all day. They made bubble makers with red ribbons in crafts. They discharged them below the lifeguard’s stand. For breakfast they had waffles and then would in Lake Eerie until lunch time each afternoon. Over lunch they would discuss all the fun things that would happen after lunch. Hikes, singing, buggy races, and more could be scheduled. Robby told his parents he would never come home from camp!
Writing 13

At the Wiggle Coffee Shop Connie and Abby met every Wednesday before class. The table beneath the window was a favorite spot for them. Together they would babble about the week and what Mr. Biggins would teach in class that day. Connie would have a double latte and Abby tea with cream and sugar. Often they would disagree about silly things, like what flavor waffles taste best. Connie would say, “I’ve had enough, now stop being silly.” Abby would say, “Was I silly?” They would both giggle and giggle.
Writing 13 Answer Key

Cat & Carrie got coffee & said "I say met & Wyn as 4 class. At table 8n &
lids & a favorite spot & 9m & star & 4d
bistle ab 4 week & eat Mr. Higes & 8n ten
& class & 8d. Carrie & 8n & a chale latte &
 messy tea & cream & sugar & art & 8n &
agreed ab silly dus & a can flavor water
 time & hem. Carrie & 8n summer & blue & 8h
& mop & 2 silly & 8 ab & 8n say & was & 8
silly. 8g & 8n both girls & girls.